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Boston, Mass., April 11

New York, Apr. 11—New York is to have a real bone fide aero plane landing ground, the first so provided in the country, it was held yesterday in a statement issued yesterday by Presiden Thomas W. Brooks of the United States Motor Company. Plans are now being formulated by architects under whose direction the landing ground will be erected on the roof of the Boston-Grand building.

Actual work on the landing will be started about July 1 and will be finished by early fall. After the completion of the landing it is President Brooks's intention to have it officially opened with a flight by Wilbur Wright in his new bi-plane.

Fortonshill, N. Y., April 21—The construction of buildings and improvements at the navy yard this summer will extend for 1,008,000. The amount is to be spent on the hospital and 10 additional buildings in connection with the same, a new steel bridge quay wall, foundry test house and combustible storage house. This is the is the biggest building boom at the naval station in many years.

So, Royalton, Apr. 10—The plunge toward earth that the upper sections of a great chimney under construction at pany took yesterday, brought death to two workmen, who went down with the structure, hidden from the sight of their fellows within the confines of its bowels. It was a direct drop of 70 feet that the sections made.

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Apr. 10—Gov. Marshall of Indiana is billing himself as a possible nominee for the Democratic candidate for the presidency in 1912. Gov. Marshall is one of the most striking figures in the politics of the country today. He is one of the sturdy type of Hoosier stock, and proud of it. He believes that the issue to be fought out in the new campaign will be that of protective vs. revenue tariff, and wants to see a larger southern influence on that issue.

Weather Report.

Attention of Technology men is called to the ice carnival to be held at the Boston Arena on the afternoon and evening of Monday, April 11, in aid of the Sharon Sanitarium.

AERONAUTICAL NEWS.

The attention of those interested in the development of aviation and general aeronautical progress, is called to the fact the Tech is publishing in this column every day news of the latest inventions, flights, records, etc., made in the field. The reports are recorded from all over the world in the press reports.

The man handing in the greatest number of these coupons by April 13 will receive a copy of TECHNIQUE 1911.

No man connected with The Tech may compete.